
THE PLACE For those of us allergic to life without books 

The Shining Girls by Lauren Beukes 

 Harper Curtis is a Depression-era drifter 

who discovers a rundown house containing a 

time portal allowing him to travel back and 

forth between the 1930’s and 1990’s. Curtis uses 

this wormhole to stalk bright and “shining” 

women throughout their lives. He’s a creepy, 

absolutely evil serial killer, and author Lauren 

Beukes spares no gruesome detail.  

 Set against the backdrop of Chicago, 

Curtis first seeks out his victims as young chil-

dren, assuring the girls that he’ll see them again. 

On his first meeting with the heroine of the sto-

ry, Kirby Mazrachi, he ominously gives her an 

orange plastic pony. When he does return to kill 

her, she is stronger than he imagines and survives the vicious 

attack. Kirby then turns the table and becomes the hunter.  

 This is South African Lauren Beukes third nov-

el and was short-listed for the UK-based 2013 Goldsboro Gold 

Dagger award. This book will keep you up at night, and certain-

ly isn’t for the faint of heart.  ~ Lea 

 

We Are Water by Wally Lamb 

 I will preface this review by saying that 

it’s been a long time since I’ve read Wally Lamb’s 

She’s Come Undone and therefore can’t make a 

fair comparison.  However, I can say that I found 

We Are Water to be an engaging character-

driven novel which examines the ways in which 

past tragedies and struggles impel current lives.  

 This is predominately the story of Annie 

and Orion Oh and their three children. We 

quickly learn that Annie and Orion are divorced, 

and now that gay marriage has been legalized in 

New York, Annie is preparing to marry her art 

patron and lover Viveca. Before the wedding can 

occur however, the Orion family must unearth 

and share the secrets that have driven their actions throughout 

the years.  

 Ultimately, this is the compelling story of the 

break-up of a marriage, but also of the renewal of family bonds. 

Chapters alternate between characters, providing unique per-

spectives of the same life events. Even more poignant is the 

treatment of the generational impact of sexual abuse, and of the 

devastating consequences which continue to impact the Oh fam-

ily. ~ Lea 

 

NOTE: We have a few signed copies of Wally’s book available 

 

 

 

 

Vampires in the Lemon Grove by Karen Russell 

 I rarely read a collection of stories 

straight through. It’s usually not worth it; there 

may be a few gems, but most of the time I’m 

left feeling unfulfilled. I’m always thrilled when 

a short story works, amazed that so much can 

be contained in something so little.   

 Vampires in the Lemon Grove is a 

work of art. There’s enough imagination in 

these 256 pages to fill six full-length novels. 

Each story is a completely original, insanely 

unique take on life’s dilemmas - existential crisis, 

enslavement, reincarnation, perseverance, and 

tailgating (you know, the big five) - and collec-

tively, they run the gamut from absurd to heart-

breaking, with stops along the way at redemption and the hor-

rific.  

 I won’t summarize each story, but I can offer a few 

teasers. Imagine, if you will, Rutherford B. Hayes as a horse in a 

stable with other reincarnated Presidents; a tattoo of a battle 

scene altered by a massage therapist’s healing hands; a boy who 

discovers a seagull nest full of life-altering talismans; and an old 

vampire reduced to sucking on lemons and worrying about his 

marriage.   

 Russell, as she proved in her novel Swamplandia,  is 

adept at transporting readers to the fringes of society, pushing 

the boundaries of reality, and creating unforgettable characters. 

This collection is a stunning demonstration of her abilities, and 

offers readers a peek through the kaleidoscope of her world 

view - a colorful, skewed, and thoroughly entertaining land-

scape that both reflects and refracts the human condition.  

 ~ Dana    

$29.99 (-20%) 

564 pages 

Random House 
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$16.00 (-10%) 

400 pages 
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256 pages 

Vintage (RH) 
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FICTION 

Life After Life by Kate Atkinson 

 Atkinson looks at the world differently 

than most people, and this talent allows her to 

take risks in her writing that another author 

couldn't get away with. For example, the main 

character in Behind the Scenes at the Museum 

begins narrating at the moment of her concep-

tion. So it didn’t really surprise me that Atkinson 

kills off Ursula Todd on the first page of this new 

novel. Or that she brings her back on the sec-

ond, only to repeat the cycle again and again, 

with Ursula making it a little further each time. 

Like Owen Meany, she has a purpose in life 

that’s bigger than herself, and as the story pro-

gresses, we see that the little decisions in life can 

be momentous.  

 The prologue gives us one possible outcome of Ursula’s 

life, and though it’s an event the reader roots for, it’s merely a 

taste of what Atkinson has in mind for this remarkable young 

woman.  Through her many restarts, Ursula leads several lives, 

some incredible and some mundane, made even more so because 

we know what she’s capable of. And in these sections, oddly 

enough, I found myself looking forward to her death so that she 

could get on with her life. It’s quite a masterful manipulation of 

reader emotions on Atkinson’s part.  

 In another writer’s hands, this story would have been 

repetitious and confusing, but Atkinson is a clever and deft au-

thor, and effortlessly manages the complexities and implications 

of resurrecting Ursula over and over.  This is a perfect novel for a 

rainy weekend on the couch, to be enjoyed in a long soak rather 

than quick splashes.  ~ Dana 

 

A Fatal Winter by G.M Malliet 

 The bodies are falling like snowflakes in 

this atmospheric winter mystery set on the coast 

of southern England. Enter the labyrinthine Che-

drow Castle, where a group of greedy and self-

interested relatives are each suspected in the mur-

der of the family patriarch. Called into the inves-

tigation is the dashing Max Tudor, a former MI5 

agent turned cleric, who also happens to make 

women weak in the knees by his mere presence. 

Complicating things for Tudor is his attraction to 

the enticing local pagan Awena.  

 This is a traditional village murder mys-

tery, sprinkled with humor, and providing great 

descriptions of all things English. A new series for 

me, I am really taken with it. It provides great emotional relief 

from the grisly Nordic Noir that also shares my bookshelf. A 

good match for fans of Louise Penny fans and the 

BBC mystery series Midsomer Murders. ~ Lea 

 

Also available in this series:  

Wicked Autumn and 

 Pagan Spring 

 

 

Tale for the Time Being by Ruth Ozeki 

 Let me try and describe this intriguing 

novel. A sixteen year old Japanese girl named 

Nao, a victim of bullying Japanese style, is con-

templating suicide. Before killing herself she is 

journaling all of her thoughts and history. This is 

when her 104 year old great-grandmother, who 

happens to be a Buddhist nun, enters her life. So 

from that side of the Pacific, readers learn about 

Zen Buddhism, the Japanese philosophy of sui-

cide, and the contrasting trivial preoccupation 

with contemporary Manga culture. 

 When these water-proofed journals 

wash up on the shore in Western Canada, a mid-

dle age couple become caught up in Nao’s life. 

The narrative flow of this story transcends time and space. It is 

never confusing, but the clash of cultures proves fascinating and 

challenging to wrap one’s head around.   

 I will predict that this imposing, creative story will be-

come a contender for several literary prizes. It is that unique, well

-constructed, and important. Very highly recommended.  

~ Dianne 

 

Shortlisted for the 2013 Man Booker Prize 

 

 

Golem and the Jinni by Helene Wecker 

 In 1899, New York City is still the arri-

val point for millions of immigrants coming to 

America looking for new opportunities, better 

lives, or a chance to reinvent themselves.  This 

wonderful debut novel focuses on two recent 

arrivals, Chava and Ahmed, who initially want 

none of these things. Neither has come to the 

United States intentionally, and though both 

appear to be in their twenties, their looks are 

deceiving. Chava is barely a week old, and Ah-

med first wandered the deserts of his homeland 

thousands of years ago. 

 Chava is a golem, crafted from clay, 

designed to serve a master as his wife. Ahmed is 

a jinni, a powerful magical being trapped into the proverbial 

lantern. Once released from their respective confinements, each 

character must find a place in this new world to call her/his own. 

Their stories run parallel for a while as they adjust to life, and 

then converge in an unexpected manner. 

 Drawing on both Jewish and Arabic mythologies, Weck-

er puts a new spin on ancient legends.  Her writing is incredibly 

vivid and well-paced, and the story highly imagined. In fact, it’s 

so creative that I think she used up all her imagination on the 

guts of it, and had to go with a rather mundane title. But don’t 

let this hold you back; this is a noteworthy debut that promises 

big things from this author. ~ Dana 
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FICTION 
The Son by Philipp Meyer 

 I’m a little stumped about 

how to review this novel. I’m so in 

love with it that I find myself tripping 

over adjectives in my rush to get them 

out.  Raw, unsparing, utterly absorb-

ing… none of these do it justice. It’s as 

though I need a whole new set of 

words to describe how damn good 

this book is.  

 At it’s most basic, this multi-

generational saga is nothing less than 

the story of Texas itself—the fall of 

the Comanches and the rise of the oil 

boom. The anchor of the novel is the 

life of Eli “Colonel” McCullough, from 

Comanche captive to successful oil tycoon. Through 

his grandson and great-granddaughter’s narratives, we 

learn of the Colonel’s legacy as patriarch and larger-

than-life family legend.  

 Comparisons to McMurtry and McCarthy 

are inevitable, and Meyer has earned them. This is a 

phenomenal feat of storytelling - a brutal and stun-

ning novel that will become a classic of the genre.  

~ Dana 

$16.99 (-10%) 

592 pages 

Ecco (HC) 

9780062120403 

1/28/14 

NONFICTION 
Between Man and Beast by Monte Reel 

 The circumstances and discussions in this 

nonfiction 1860s adventure story set the stage for 

novels like Tarzan and Jane (see page 3). The 

young West African explorer Paul du Chaillu trav-

els farther inland from the Ivory Coast than any 

white man before him. The specimens and stories 

that he brings to Victorian England rivet the scien-

tific community. His prize extraordinaire? The 

gorilla, which no one in England had ever seen.  

 Superstitions and jealousies arise, as both 

science and religion question the meaning of his 

findings. Darwin’s theories have the world poised 

for transformation, if humans can wrap their head 

around the idea that we are ascended from apes, 

not descended from angels. 

 This story charges full speed ahead through 

those grand illuminating adventures and hot debates. This is a 

great read, sure to please arm-chair adventurers and history and 

science buffs. ~ Dianne 

  

Capturing the Light: The Birth of Photography, a True Sto-

ry of Genius and Rivalry  

by Roger Watson and Helen Rappaport 

 Roger Watson, Curator of the Fox Tal-

bot Museum at Lacock Abbey in Wiltshire, Eng-

land, collaborated with historian Helen Rap-

paport to write a remarkable account of the in-

vention of photography. Here is the story is of 

two men’s feverish experimentations to perma-

nently fix an image on paper 170 years ago.  

 Focusing on the competition between 

William Henry Fox Talbot (British gentleman and 

amateur scientist) and Louis Jacque Mandé Da-

guerre,  (flamboyant French scenery-painter and 

entrepreneur), both of whom claimed credit for 

the invention, Capturing the Light is a thrilling 

account of their lives set in the cultural milieu of early 19th century 

France and England. This book is a marvelously readable history 

of rivalry and intrigue. ~ Christine F. (Customer) 

$27.99 (-10%) 

306 pages 

St. Martins MAC 

9781250009708 

Available now 

$15.95 (-10%) 

402 pages 

Anchor (RH) 

9780307742438 

Available now 

   

  

 

        

New novels by long-time favorites as well as newer authors 

with recent best-sellers, such as Nancy Horan (Loving Frank) 

and Rachel Joyce (Unlikely Pilgrimage of Harold Fry).  
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NONFICTION 

Mastering the Art of French Eating: Lessons in Food and 

Love from a Year in Paris by Ann Mah 

 Ann Mah, a lifelong Francophile and 

foodie, is about to have the trip of a lifetime. 

Her diplomat husband is assigned to Paris where 

they will spend a year in the city of their dreams. 

Unfortunately for Ann, her husband is immedi-

ately transferred to Iraq, and she is left to navi-

gate Paris on her own. Feeling lonely and with-

out purpose, she decides to put her love of 

French food to work and  travels around the 

country in pursuit of 10 signature regional dishes. 

 These are great vignettes as Mah seeks 

out the stories behind the dishes, interviewing 

chefs, farmers, and restaurateurs across France. 

Her experience with andouillette is spot on! This book will make 

you long for French food. Bon appetite! ~ Lea 

  

  

Empress Dowager Cixi by Jung Chang 

 Cixi arrived at Chinese court a lowly 

sixteen-year old concubine in 1851. A decade lat-

er, she became Empress Dowager and began her 

decades-long reign of the country. She put an end 

to footbinding, opened China to the West, and 

introduced new technology to her people. And 

she did it all from behind a yellow silk screen. As 

a woman, she couldn’t deal with regents, officials, 

or foreign ambassadors face-to-face. She was bril-

liant and politically astute, with a keen instinct for 

achieving long-term goals. 

 Chang (Wild Swans) is a natural story-

teller and historian, gifted in the art of effortlessly 

explaining complex moments in history in a thor-

oughly interesting manner. From politics to the personal, from 

the world’s stage to daily life, Cixi’s story is compelling, full of 

intrigue, and - believe it or not - a complete page-turner.  ~ Dana 

OUR Favorites OF 2013 

The Death of Bees by Lisa O’Donnell 
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The Fountain of St. James Court...  

 by Sena Jeter Naslund 
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KIDS / YOUNG ADULTS 

Darkest Minds by Alexandra Bracken 

 Six years ago, Ruby’s life changed. A mys-

terious flu epidemic wiped out most of her class-

mates and the majority of American kids. The ill-

ness didn’t kill Ruby, but it did trigger certain 

“abilities.” And the adults are scared.  Ruby and 

the other survivors are placed in government-run 

rehabilitation centers, where they are classified, 

studied and controlled.  Some kids - the most 

powerful - are segregated and never seen again.  

Ruby hides the true nature of her dubious gifts and 

keeps her head down until she can escape.  

 But once she’s out, her troubles are just 

beginning. Where does she go now? Her parents 

are terrified of her. She hears of a refuge for kids 

like her, and joins up with a band of kids on the same quest.  But 

East River may not hold the answers they seek.  

 This is a suspenseful, exciting and often poignant novel 

set in a world that is eerily plausible. As can be expected under the 

circumstances, Ruby’s new friendships are intense and touching, 

and utterly believable.  With a balanced mix of car chases and  

romance (though neither are overdone or graphic), this 

will appeal to both boys and girls. Fans of Hunger 

Games will especially love this novel of survival, 

strength and friendship. (ages 12+)  ~ Dana 

  

Liked this? There’s a sequel:  

The Darkest Minds Never Fade 

  

  

Crewel by Gennifer Albin 

 In spite of her parents’ best efforts to hide her special 

weaving abilities, the Guild has taken notice of 

Adelice Lewys. While other girls her age are pre-

paring for their upcoming arranged marriages, 

Adelice is spirited away in the middle of the night 

to live in Coventry Towers, never to see her fami-

ly again.  

 Here she will live out her life as an exalt-

ed Spinster, a group of magical weavers responsi-

ble for maintaining order in this modern totalitari-

an world. But if Adelice’s captors believe that she 

will conform to her new life without protest, they 

have some surprises in store. Their attempts to 

rein in this feisty and independent teenager will 

cause much consternation among the leadership. 

Low-profile is not in her nature, and the only thing keeping her 

alive is her incredible talent.  

 Gennifer Albin has created a fantastic protagonist in her 

debut novel. Adelice is a strong young woman guided by her mor-

al compass in the face of great pressures to conform. Throw in a 

couple of really cute servants, some catty and jealous eligible Spin-

ster sisters, an evil creepy government official, and the mentors 

who are there to help her (or are they?), and you've got a 

compelling good read. I look forward to more ad-

ventures with Adelice! (ages 12+) ~ Lea 

  

Liked this? There’s a sequel: Altered  

 

  

Recipe for Adventure Paris! By Giada de Laurentiis 

 This is the second book in the Recipe for 

Adventure series, penned by celebrity chef and 

Food Network star Giada de Laurentiis. In this 

tale, Alfie and his sister Emilia are given cooking 

lessons by their flamboyant great aunt Zia, who 

teaches them about her love of real food. While 

drinking Zia’s special French hot chocolate, the 

siblings are literally transported to the streets of 

Paris. Here they are mistakenly enrolled in a cook-

ing school for kids, and they get to compete for a 

special meal at the restaurant Le Jules Verne in the 

Eifel Tower. 

 This series is a fun introduction to kids 

and food from other cultures, as well as providing 

young readers a little tour of Paris. The book contains recipe cards 

for hot chocolate and crepes, and is a follow up to Giada’s Recipe 

for Adventure Naples! Fun illustrations. (ages 7-11) ~ Lea  

  

The Diviners by Libba Bray  

 Though technically a young adult title, 

this rip-roaring story will appeal to anyone who 

likes their women independent and their ghosts 

extra creepy. Set in 1920s New York, this book 

features a young woman with an unusual gift 

who is sent to live with her uncle at the Museum 

of American Folklore, Superstition, and the Oc-

cult (aka the Museum of the Creepy Crawlies).  

As ghastly murders add up, it becomes apparent 

that an evil of epic proportions is taking control 

of the city.  

 This novel reads well as a straight-up 

supernatural thriller. I especially liked the inclu-

sion of people from all walks of life-immigrants, 

migrants from the country into the city, and the folks that dwell in 

Harlem and the slums. All of these people come to NYC to figure 

out a new way to live their lives. So having a demon messing with 

their day is just not acceptable. Bray wins awards for her work 

and this story is sure to be another contender. It’s a fun, scary, 

compelling read. (ages 14+) ~ Dianne 
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Hollow City:  

The Second Novel of Miss  
Peregrine’s Peculiar Children 

By Ransom Riggs 
  
"... as hauntingly sinister as 
the first and is unequivo-
cally worth the wait. It's a 
rare sequel that improves 
on the series' beginning... A 
must-read!"  

-RT Book Reviews 
  


